Elementary Questions

Hassan walked from Hamada desert to the Igbo forest. What direction did he walk?
East

Cleo who lives in Madina, wants to visit the mountains. What direction will she need to go?
North

Brian's lives in Shahar, and his friend Chris live in the city to the west of Brian's. What city does Chris live in?
Madina

If you sailed from the tip of Sashin Peninsula to the Gulf of Teluk, what direction would you need to sail?
South

How many cities are north of the Oke mountains?
1

How many lakes are north of the Hamada desert?
2

What city is on the western shore of the Dengiz sea?
Cidade

What body of water is east of the Ala Woods?
Haf Ocean

Middle School and High School Questions

Lucy traveled northwest for 500km to visit her aunt. Lucy lives in Kota. What city does her aunt live in?
Cidade

Lucy then traveled 200 km to go mountain climbing. What mountains did she climb in?
Oke Mountains

Lucy then traveled to the nearest city to the southeast of those mountains. What city did she go to?
Stadt

Lucy then traveled northwest for 100mi to go boating. What body of water did she go boating in?
Dengiz Sea

Lucy then sailed north to round the Sashin Peninsula. As she rounded the Peninsula, what body of water did she enter?
Haf Ocean

Finally, Lucy sailed her boat down the southernmost river emptying into the gulf of Teluk. What lake did she end up in?
Lake Odo

There, Lucy met up with her friend Lee who'd traveled about 650 km to get there. What forest did Lee travel through if the route was a straight line?
Igbo Forest

Their friend Paul also met up with them at the lake. Paul lives on the southernmost edge of the Hamada desert. What direction and about how far did he need to travel to meet up with Lucy and Lee?
East, about 350 km